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Context
•

In recent years, the ques]on of the beneﬁts of geographical clusters on
ﬁrms’ innova]on performance has spurred a great deal of academic
research, both in management (Folta et al., 2006; Gilbert et al., 2008;
McCann and Folta, 2011) and in economic geography (Mar]n and Sunley,
2003; Simmie, 2004; Wolfe and Gertler, 2004; Giuliani and Bell, 2005;
Isaksen, 2009; Wolfe, 2009).

•

With respect to the studies on the link between clusters and the capacity
to innovate, however, most studies have focused upon manufacturing
sectors, par]cularly high‐technology industries.

•

Surprisingly, li8le research has hitherto been conducted on the cluster
phenomena and innova]on performance in the service sector even that
some evidence can be found in the literature about the fact that service
ﬁrms are highly concentrated into clusters (Nachum and Keeble, 2003;
Gordon and McCann, 2005).

Ques]on
• Does innova]on in KIBS services vary
according to the industrial context within
which they are located?
– does it vary depending on local high‐order service
proﬁle?
i.e. localisa*on economies?

– does it vary depending on local manufacturing?
i.e. inter‐sectoral or ‘industrial complex’ economies?

– does looking at clusters add anything to a purely
geographic (urban size, centre, periphery)
classiﬁca]on?

Contribu]ons of the paper
• The ﬁrst contribu]on of this ar]cle is that we are dealing with
an industry, the KIBS, that has not been the subject of any
empirical inves]ga]on related to clustering and innova]on
performance.
• The second contribu]on of this ar]cle is that we address not
only the causality between ﬁrms’ performance with respect to
its aﬃlia]on to a speciﬁc cluster but also the heterogeneity
between industrial clusters, poten]ally causing diﬀerent
beneﬁts on ﬁrms performance.

Data
• 24 high order services, mainly 3 digit (some aggrega]ons)
– KIBS (9 ‐ NAICS 54)
– Informa]on and cultural (6 ‐ NAICS 51)
– Finance and insurance (7‐ NAICS 52)
– Leasing (2 ‐ NAICS 53)

• 26 manufacturing sectors
– NAICS 31‐33, mainly 3 digit (some aggrega]ons)

Data
• 102 regions in Quebec
– 62 rural (no municipality of over 10 000)
– 42 urban (municipality of over 10 000, Census
Metropolitan Area or Census Agglomera]on)

• KIBS innova]on survey
– Oslo manual (2005) inspired survey
– 1122 observa]ons across 72 of these regions

Methodology
Factor analysis (102 regions)
Variables: Loca]on Quo]ents
. for high‐order service sectors
. for manufacturing sectors

Cluster analysis (102 regions)
Variables: Factor scores
. across 102 Quebec regions
. major metros kept separate

Logis4c regression (1122 KIBS ﬁrms)

‐ reduce variables,
‐ iden*fy sectors that tend to co‐locate

Identify
regional
clusters
‐ classify each region according to its high‐
order service OR manufacturing factor
proﬁles

. clusters are explanatory variables for KIBS innova]on
. subdivide each cluster into large (above median
employment level in KIBS or manufacturing)
and small (below median)
. 4 types of KIBS innova]on

‐ does being in a par*cular
cluster increase propensity
to innovate?
‐ does being in a larger cluster
increase propensity to
innovate?

Effect of
clusters on
innovation

Methodology
Logistic regression, Ini is dichotomous
Ini= innovation (first amongst competitors) of type n for company i
n=1 : new product (service).
n=2 : new process for producing service.
n=3 : new marketing strategy or new way of interacting
with clients.
n=4 : new management or business strategy.
Clusteri = dummy variable, 1 for type of cluster in which company
i is located, 0 otherwise.
Controlsi = company size (4 classes), R&D (yes|no), sector (9 KIBS
sectors) – all dummy variables.

High‐order service clusters and KIBS
innova]on
– 8 factors explain 66% of variance of 24 sectors
– Some evidence that ﬁnancial services and mul]‐
media sectors cluster together.
– No evidence that technical KIBS cluster in
par]cular Quebec regions
– 7 clusters retained (hierarchical clustering of factor
scores)

High order service clusters

Note this table shows the mean factor scores for each cluster. The factor analysis is not shown, but the name of each factor describes it

KIBS innovation: do high-order service clusters play a role?

Clusters

Metro areas

Manufacturing clusters and KIBS
innova]on
– 8 factors explain 68% of variance of 26
manufacturing sectors.
– Manufacturing factors (and clusters) are more
intui]ve than high‐order service factors (or
clusters)
– e.g.
•
•
•
•
•

High‐tech cluster,
medical cluster,
urban oriented low value added,
paper and aluminium,
metals etc…

Manufacturing clusters

Note this table shows the mean factor scores for each cluster. The factor analysis is not shown, but the name of each factor describes it

KIBS innovation: do manufacturing clusters play a role?

Clusters

Metro areas

Do clusters add anything to
‘geography’?
• It is well know that economic growth in Canada
varies across certain geographic dimensions
(Shearmur & Polèse, 2007).
– city size
– loca]on of city (close to or far from a large metro area)
– urban (agglomera]on of over 10 000 people)/ rural

• Do our results for innova]on and clusters merely pick
up these general pa8erns of economic
development?

KIBS innovation: does ‘geography’ play a role?

Which models perform best?
• If the ‘cluster’ models perform be8er than the
‘geography’ models, then this is prima facie evidence
that clusters may indeed play a role in KIBS innova]on.
– chi2 = absolute explanatory power
– pseudo r2 = explanatory power adjusted for degrees of
freedom (number of variables in the model)

• If not, then our cluster models are merely telling us
something we already know: then economic
development caries across certain geographic
dimensions

Conclusions

• No evidence that metro areas (Montreal, Quebec, O8awa) are
any more innova]ve than other regions.
• Indeed, Quebec – dominated by provincial government –
depresses KIBS marke]ng and management innova]on.
– No evidence of urbanisa]on economies

• There is some evidence that innova]on varies across smaller
ci]es, and across the urban/rural and centre/periphery
dimensions.
– .

• ONLY FOR PRODUCT INNOVATION are rates of innova]on
aﬀected by clusters (high‐order service) more than by
geography.

Conclusions
• Thus urbanisa4on economies (and diseconomies) seem to play a
role.

•

Industrial complex economies (Parr, 2002: externali]es that crosss
between sectors, in this case manufacturing and KIBS) do not play any role
that can be dis]nguished from urbanisa]on economies/
diseconomies.

• Localisa4on economies (sector speciﬁc local externali]es) do not
play a role

Conclusions
• These results are sugges]ve
• Of the three hypotheses...
– KIBS innova]on is connected with high‐order service clusters
– KIBS innova]on is connected with manufacturing clusters
– KIBS innova]on is connected with ‘geography’

• ... the last one has found most support.
• note also that in all models Quebec’s three major metro areas
are singled out, and have no posi]ve eﬀect on the probability
of KIBS innova]on.

Conclusions
In short, and given our observa]ons, there are three possibili]es:
i.

There are indeed links between industrial clusters and KIBS innova]on.

ii.

There are no links between industrial clusters and KIBS innova]on.

iii.

KIBS innova]on is not associated with any local factors at this scale.

